Abstract. The assessment after rehabilitation is an important part of rehabilitation medicine, and of great significance for the basic research and clinical application for rehabilitation medicine. Physician can make objective analysis about patients' present conditions, and then appropriate training program can be developed for patients to recover their body function more effectively. Three kinds of EMG signal, that is, the healthy, patient with myopathy, and patient with neuropathy, are involved. The complexity of the three types of signal is compared and the related variables (embedding dimension and time delay of phase space reconstruction) are determined by singular-value decomposition and mutual information method. Moreover, a novel effective approach improved from Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is proposed here for the further comparision among the three EMG signals. The results show both methods can distinguish the three kinds of EMG signal clearly.
Introduction
Rehabilitation therapy brings significant benefits to individuals who recover from a wide range of surgeries, illnesses and injuries. Rehabilitation evaluation and assessment can greatly contribute to assess the control strategy, and make it possible to produce more novel and cost-effective solutions to improve the outcome of rehabilitation process. Rehabilitation evaluation based on clinical scale assessment, physical quantitative assessment, and biological signals-based assessment respectively, are the most widely utilized aspects. However, the rehabilitation results always depend largely on therapist's experience and it is hard to detect the subtle differences before and after the rehabilitation by using clinical scale assessment and physical quantitative assessment methods which depend on several subjective factors, e.g. the experience of physicians. In contrast, EMG signal is capable of reflecting the natural characteristic when patient moves or has the intention to move, and it makes EMG signal more necessary as a tool to assess the body function after rehabilitation.
The work in this paper is about to distinguish three kinds of EMG signal from healthy, patient with myopathy and patient with neuropathy. In section II, related works about rehabilitation assessment in recent years are introduced. Section III is about the complexity of three kinds of EMG signal, and a novel method (i.e. fluctuation) based on Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) is presented in the following section. Finally, conclusion is drawn in section V.
Related Works
There has been a wide range of evaluation criteria for rehabilitation, especially with the introduction of robotic technologies in medical filed recently, where modern medicine is based on objective evaluation and quantitative comparative analysis of the impact of different therapeutic approaches [1] . These methods for quality assessment of rehabilitation can be divided into three categories according to the data resources recorded, including clinical scale assessment, physical quantitative assessment, and biological signals-based assessment.
The clinical scale assessment is mainly performed by using international standard of rehabilitation rating scales, such as the simplified Fu-Meyer Assessment (FMA), Composite Spasticity Scale (CSS), Functional Ambulation Category (FAC), Functional Independence Measure (FIM), and Postural Assessment Scale (PASS) [2, 3] . The efficacy of the training method is assessed through real-time experiments, and the corresponding scores can be obtained based on the actual execution outcomes following the desired motions with variable limb speed profiles [4] . However, the objectivity and reliability of this methodology is widely questioned, due to the therapist's experience and patient's mental state which will impose extremely adverse influence on the rehabilitation assessment results.
The physical quantitative assessment mainly depends on the physical parameters recorded during the rehabilitation process, such as the angle of joint, force or torque of arm, speed, tremor, etc. Casadio et al. defines four performance indicators or outcome measures [5] to analyze and assess the hemiplegias' rehabilitation outcomes. Literature [6] completes the rehabilitation evaluation of the effect of robot-assisted gait training through several physical parameters including gait speed, rhythm, and walking duration, etc. Furthermore, the combination of surface EMG and robotic control can be found in [7] . These approaches based on physical state, especially the kinematics and dynamics of the patient's limb, are able to provide a more precise assessment than the scale method. On the other hand, it is difficult to record all minor changes of these physical parameters during the rehabilitation process, which tends to cause inaccurate reflection of the real disabled situation.
EMG signal contains rich information, from which a user's intention and the fatigue-like states in the form of muscular contraction can be detected by using surface electrodes [8] . And it is revealed that the muscle fiber contraction can be reflected by the rise of root mean square (RMS) of surface EMG [9] . In [10] , the electrodes are placed on the tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius to record the maximum isometric contraction in the process of ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. [11] utilizes the median frequency (MF) and mean power frequency (MPF) of EMG to detect the muscle fatigue, and the results show that MF will be significantly reduced if the fatigue occurs, and the MF value after training will be marginally larger than before. Because of its advantages in overcoming the poor reliability and low sensitivity of traditional assessment approaches, the biological signal-based method has become one of the most important parts in modern rehabilitation medicine domain. In addition, this method is able to simplify the evaluation process, shorten the assessment duration, and has the potential to improve the rehabilitation efficiency significantly.
EMG Signal Collection
Electromyogram (EMG) is very common to be utilized as an effective tool to evaluate the muscles and the nerves that control them. Here, we use EMG signal to distinguish the disparity of healthy individuals and the diseased ones. More specifically, the EMG signal involved in this research is collected from three people, as show in Table 1 . The whole datasets are collected at 50KHz before downsampled to 4KHz. A 20Hz high-pass filter and a 5KHz low-pass filter are used during the recording process. Fig. 1 shows the collected EMG signal in a certain period of time. 
Complexity of EMG Signal
The singular-value decomposition method for determining the embedded dimension m are commonly utilized by choosing an appropriate M to define an M*M autocorrelation matrix. Fig.2 demonstrates the result of three kinds of EMG signal and the pure white noise as well (for contrast). For pure white noise, the singular values remain stable along with the change of M, while for all kinds of EMG signal, their singular values start to stabilize after M reaches 15. Therefore 15 is proposed for the embedding dimension for all the three types of EMG signal. Besides, the choice of time delay τ is confirmed by using mutual information.
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The probabilities of two time series corresponding two measurement variables are P[x(k)] and P[x(k+τ)] respectively. And P[x(k), x(k+τ)] is the probability of the result when measuring x(k) and x(k+τ) together. This method is applied to confirm time delay and the result is exhibited in Fig. 3 which shows that the value of time delay is promising when designed as 10. 
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The complexity of signal describes the randomness and the disorder regarding to the internal structure of signal. By using complexity, it is of efficacy to reflect the features of the signal itself. Based on the information entropy, R. Lopez-Ruiz et al. have defined statistical complexity shown as
where H(x) is Shannon entropy while D(x) is an improved intensive quantity. With regards to variable P(x) and ) (x P (probability of a particular event and probability of uniform distribution, respectively), a new and effective method is proposed in this paper to determine them.
Firstly we reconstruct the phase space of the signal based on nonlinear dynamics theory, after normalizing the data to the range of [0, 1]. The mean value and the standard deviation of each phase space after reconstruction are calculated. Afterwards, the mean value and the standard deviation series of signal are divided into equal segment, separately. And the length of the segment is stated as
where totalsegments is designed as 10, while Values represents the mean value or the standard deviation series. The principle for choosing the sections is shown in Fig. 4 , so that we can get the different probabilities for different sections. The number of data points satisfied the section i are described as Number(i). And the total number of these data points is defined as Number(total). Eventually, the corresponding probability for each section is obtained by the following formula
Number(i)=length[LM(i-1)<data<LM(i) and LS(i-1)<data<LS(i)]. (4)

P(i)=Number(i) / sum(Number(i)), i= 1, 2, ……, 10.
Fig . 5 demonstrats that the signal's complexity of healthy people is much less than that of patient with neuropathy, and marginally less than that of patient with myopathy as well. In comparison, the complexity of patient with neuropathy is much higher than that of the other two types of EMG signal. . For example, a recently developed method, the HHT, seems to be able to meet some challenges for processing such data.
HHT is designed to obtain the overall trend of signal by removing redundant information in every layer according to the method of envelope operating. But it is inefficient to reflect the fluctuation of signal. Referring for HHT, we can get a new data calculated by using the difference of two adjacent Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7raw data point. In order to meet the definition of local volatility, the same processing measure needs to be repeated certain amount of times. Supposing u(t) and u(t-1) are the value of two adjacent data point of raw signal x(t). The process of the whole calculation is provided as
Until h k (t) satisfies the feature of fluctuation. After that, the final evaluation signal F(t)and the rest of the signal r(t) are obtained.
The new data set for each kinds of EMG signal after 200 times processing is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Afterwards, for each dataset, both the maximum value and the average value of the corresponding new dataset are gained before the next processing step(newdata is the data value of signal F(t)). 
where factor is set as 0. 
Discussion and Conclusion
The assessment after rehabilitation is of vital importance for the clinical application and an indispensable part of rehabilitation medicine. Three kinds of EMG signal (the healthy, patient with myopathy and patient with neuropathy) are studied. Table 2 and table 3 are the corresponding compared information about the complexity and fluctuation of these three kinds of EMG signal. 
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From all the results, we can conclude that for EMG signal of healthy, it has the lowest complexity value and its fluctuation value is in the middle. As for patient with myopathy, both its complexity and fluctuation value are higher than that of healthy. Unlikely, with the highest complexity value, the EMG of patient with neuropathy experiences the lowest fluctuation value. In this paper, complexity of EMG is determined by singular-value decomposition and mutual information method, and a novel effective approach (fluctuation) based on HHT is also proposed. The experiment results show the effectiveness of the proposed approaches and the feasibility of such system. The assessment methods presented here is just a preliminary step that will facilitate the application of EMG in medical purpose, while future extensions will include more sophisticated methods integrated with various evaluation tools.
